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Today’s hospitality sector is evolving and taking 
environmental issues into account in its offer to meet 
the growing demand of its customers. Present-day 
consumers are looking for an unusual experience in 
direct connection with nature. FUGU Hospitality’s 
range of products and services has been designed 
with a focus on integrating its structures into their 
surrounding ecosystem.
All while providing the comfort of a hotel room for an 
atypical accommodation.

“Take only memories, leave only footprints” 

Chief Seattle



is at your side
Manager or project leader?
Discover our range of services.

Assisting you in creating a turnkey 
bubble village

Increasing your accommodation 
capacity and diversifying your 
accommodation options

Implementing turnkey seasonal 
accommodation solutions

Hospitality



FUGU HOSPITALITY’s domes provide luxury 
outdoor accommodation and offer high-end 
hotel standards with an extra creative and 
nomadic touch. 

Modular, customizable, equipped with 
private bathrooms, they are a suitable choice 
for landowners, holiday villages, campsites, 
hotels and resorts wishing to diversify and 
re-launch their activities. 

Build your own now and provide private 
outdoor spaces with 5-star comfort to your 
guests.

Raise your profile and attract new 
customers with an innovative hotel 
concept! 



Why choose         ?

An environmentally responsible approach: 
Our bubbles have a reduced impact on the 
environment and landscape.

Increase your income: our modules can be rented 
out at a higher price than a standard hotel room 
for a much lower purchase cost.

A unique concept that allows you to differentiate 
yourself with an unusual accommodation offer... 
Ready to travel?

Our structures benefit from 
a ten-year warranty.

Self-supporting construction built
in 1 week. 

Mere preliminary declaration for our 
20-square-foot bubbles.  (France)



Wood absorbs up to 1 ton of CO² per m3 during its growth, which it will store even 
as a building material. The installation system of our structures also allows us to 
limit soil saturation by taking advantage of stilts or terraces for installation. These 
light structures help to preserve infiltration.

A well-controlled carbon footprint

Combining respect for the environment 
and resource control

As a designer of unusual eco-lodges for outdoor hotels, FUGU HOSPITALITY 
imagines, develops and markets homes that pay special attention to respecting 
the environment.Our objective is to build without any nuisance to natural habitats 
and to offer a novel experience. 

The natural material par excellence

Wood is by definition natural and renewable. Being 99% natural, wood is the only 
material that stores carbon instead of emitting it.
Compared to traditional solutions, the transformation of wood into engineered 
materials (CLT, LVL or glued laminated timber) and its transport requires less energy 
and therefore significantly less CO2 emissions, thus giving wooden structures an 
exemplary carbon footprint.

AN ECO-LOGICAL 
SOLUTION



Due to its rounded shape:

- Our geodesic dome provides a reduced surface area 
compared to any other volume (especially quadratic): it 
therefore has a limited surface area exposed to outside 
temperature fluctuations;

- internal distribution of fluids (hot/cold) is optimized.

- Also fitted with reinforced thermal insulation 
inspired by new constructions, coupled with efficient 
ventilation, overall energy consumption is very limited 
while ensuring total comfort for the occupants. 

An optimal form of housing coupled with 
efficient traditional building methods



A 5-STAR QUALITY 
OUT OF THE ORDINARY 
EXPERIENCE

Full comfort
service

Resistant and 
suitable for all 

climates

Eco-responsible 
construction

Wide range of 
options

Project management 
from A to Z

All year round, in all weathers,
all climates

Tried and tested in the most extreme climates, 
our bubbles form a genuine cocoon: Fully 
closed, insulated, heated & air-conditioned, 
equipped with solar ventilation and benefiting 
from passive air circulation.



FUGU Deluxe

Capacity

Surface area Surface area Surface area

Installation Installation Installation

Furniture & decoration Furniture & decoration

Up to 2 guests

30 sqm 40m sqm & 9 sqm de mezzanine Custom

Turnkey solution (structure,
fixed interior fittings)

Turnkey solution (structure,
fixed interior fittings)

According to your wishes, possible 
assistance from our architects & 
decorators

Optional, as desired Optional, as desired

FUGU Friends & Family

Capacity CapacityUp to 4 guests Custom

FUGU You

OFFERS TAILORED TO 
YOUR NEEDS

Discover our various offers and let’s 
imagine your project together according 
to your requirements

A dream bubble for a couple’s stay An ideal family stay Your tailor-made project, reflecting your image



YOUR PROJECT 
STEP BY STEP

2 •  Let’s get in touch:

Call us. 
Sand us an e-mail.

6 •  Installation:

Delivery and assembly.

3 •  Pre-study:

We carry out a survey 
to provide a budget 
estimate. 

7 •  Launch:

Inauguration.

4 • Technical study: 

Everything is finalized  together 
before project validation.

1 •  You have:

A site ? 
An idea ? 
A wish ?

5 •  Building phase:

Start of production.

Now you can provide 
your customers with an 
unparalleled experience



installation
Faster5x

1yearInvestment 
amortized in
*For a 60% occupation rate

*

KEY FACTS & FIGURES

150K €
CLASSICAL HOTELS

50K €
FUGU DOME

Costs of a room

Your
carbon 
footprint
CONTROLLED

The price charged for 
an unusual overnight 

stay is on average twice as high*
2x
*  Compared to traditional hotels



DISCOVER
ALPIN D’HÔME

ERIC RAYNAUD,
ALPIN D’HÔME, LES ORRES

« When I first had the idea of installing 
geodesic domes in Les Orres, my choice very 
quickly fell on this French company as there 
was no language barrier.
FUGU was able to answer all my questions 
right from the start. They immediately 
understood my thinking and suggested a 
structure entirely made of wood. They were able to find technical solutions 
so that my domes would be perfectly insulated and so we could later fit 
them out as small cosy and snug homes!

A big thank you to Thomas and Louis for their professionalism, their 
involvement and their friendliness.»

A high altitude project

A technical and timed installation

• High altitude installation - Les Orres 1850
• Heavy snowfall resistant structure
• 4 weeks assembly

• Technical delivery
• Consulting and project monitoring

After several months of work and project development, 
our teams have installed the first 9 domes of this hotel 
concept at Les Orres: Alpin D’Hôme. The project, led by Eric 
Raynaud, will soon be completed through the addition of 
4 new domes, including a custom-made spa-dome. 

Each project comes with its own challenges and specifi-
cations.
Our team of complex installation specialists will think 
your project through from conception to installation.



Our team of passionate people

Thibaud D’Agrèves Andréa Couchaux Christophe Fernandez
Associate Director Designer Head of Production

Thomas Hoffmann
Associate Director,
Co-founder

Louis De Menthière
Associate Director,
Co-founder



Thomas Hoffmann
Associate Director,
Co-founder

thomas@fugustructures.com

+33 6 27 95 26 28

Thibaud D’Agrèves
Associate Director

thibaud@fuguhospitality.com

+33 6 62 17 20 43

Louis De Menthière
Associate Director,
Co-founder

louis@fugustructures.com

+33 6 71 39 89 64

Let’s get in touch!

51 rue Saint Louis en L’Île, 75004 Paris + 33 (0)1 76 34 01 28 www.fuguhospitality.comHospitality

Do you have a great idea that
we can help you with?
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